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Members information forum
Close to 50 attended the Canegrowers Burdekin Member Information Forum which was held on Wednesday, 20 May at
CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill.
Guest speakers included Ranee Crosby CEO of the Port of Townsville, Greg Beashel CEO of QSL, MP George Christensen and
Ross Romeo from CORES.
CBL Chairman Phil Marano introduced Ranee Crosby, sharing that Ranee, who was born and raised in North Queensland,
began her career at the Port of Townsville in 1998 and that as CEO, Ranee has overall responsibility for both the Ports of
Townsville and Lucinda.
Phil advised that prior to her appointment to the position of CEO, Ranee held several positions at the Port of Townsville including
General Manager Commercial, Manager Corporate Governance and Company Secretary. Ranee holds a Laws Degree from
James Cook University, is Chair of the Townsville Committee of Australian Institute of Company Directors, Chair of the Transport,
Resources and Agriculture and Manufacturing Sector Group, and Governor in Council at James Cook University.
Ranee provided a very interesting overview of the Port’s current operations and of its exciting future outlook.
The key points being:



8 operating berths, 300+ hectares of land and in
operation for more than 150 years



Trade links with 241 ports in 42 countries with 74% of
trade in Asia



Australia’s largest Sugar, Copper, Zinc and Lead export
port ...30+ key commodities



12 million tonnes per annum, $8b trade value, 721
vessel visits, 1,200 direct/indirect jobs



$500m in recent infrastructure projects completed
including:






$130m for the Townsville Marina Precinct
$217m for the Townsville Port Access Road
$85m for Wharf 10 and Quayside Terminal

$2b planned for future infrastructure projects including:





$14m for berths 6/7 demolition





$150m berth 12 project

$40m for berth 4 upgrade
$250m for proposed rail link and development of
4,900 hectares of land
$300m berth 10X project
$1.3b in a major port expansion of 6 berths in a new
outer harbour

Click here to view Ranee’s presentation.
Continues pages 2-3

Ranee Crosby, CEO Port of Townsville catching up with members
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Members information forum continued
Next to take the stand was well known CEO of QSL, Greg Beashel.
Greg spoke about the impact on QSL caused by Wilmar’s NO CHOICE exiting QSL decision. (Click here for the presentation)
Greg advised that QSL is seeking an enduring commercial resolution to the current impasse where growers are given a choice of
marketer.
Time is slipping away and QSL have commenced plans based on 2 tonnage outcomes in 2017/18 being:




Contractually guaranteed model: A similar range of services at an overhead cost <$5/tonne.
Base case model: Assumes QSL can compete for growers’ economic interest tonnage, offering an improved range of
services.

Greg spoke to both of these models.
Greg then handed over to Dougall Lodge, QSL General Manager Trading and Risk to provide an overview of “What the market is
doing” with the ICE11 at 12.78 c/lb and the AUD at 0.7970.
Dougall manages QSL’s Marketing and Treasury functions and
is responsible for the delivery of pool returns. He has been
involved in the global sugar market for around 20 years across a
variety of roles within both producers and sugar users. He joined
QSL in March 2014 after around 15 years of working within Coca
-Cola’s global procurement teams in Australia and Asia.
Dougall spoke about the importance of timing placements for the
ICE11 with an example of a jump from Oct 15 13.13 c/lb to Mar
16 14.33 c/lb and explained the ability to manage these
placements depends on QSL’s storage constraints. Growers
were particularly interested in this as the ICE11 makes up
around 99% of the payment.
Dougall advised that for 2014 pricing is 99% complete and is
$60m ahead of the benchmark.
Greg also advised that the next QSL Grower Representatives
workshop is set for 12 June in Townsville. Greg stressed that QSL is really looking for growers to provide feedback to their
Grower Reps. Stating that Grower Members are the voice of cane growers from across the state and play a vital role in voting on
key matters of importance. Greg said that at QSL, they believe Grower Reps are a
vital communication link between QSL and growers. As a local representative,
Grower Representative Members are in a position to provide direct feedback to QSL
on behalf of growers in their region.
Grower Reps for this region are Roger Piva, Russell Jordan, David Lando and Ramon
Poli.
One area QSL is interested in is the growers cost of production.

Greg Beashel QSL, Dougall Lodge QSL with
Russell Jordan QSL Grower Rep

A question was put to Dougall on his thoughts in regard to various commentary that in
the future buyers will only buy sustainable sugar that has some form of accreditation
such as Bonsuscro. Dougall stated that “It is coming” and his view is that by 2020 our
big refining customers will insist on it albeit none are requiring it yet. It is definitely
coming. A further question was asked if accredited sugar will earn a premium.
Dougall was of the view that there may be an opportunity for a premium now but
come 2020 it will be a ticket to enter.

Next speaker was local MP George Christensen. The meeting was particular keen to hear from George given he is the Chair of
the Sugar Marketing Code of Conduct Taskforce which is very shortly due to hand down its report.
George started by stressing to growers the benefits from the recently announced budget with a particular focus on the $20k
depreciation benefit for small business but also stressing that from 2016 the special 3 year depreciation for on-farm water/
irrigation assets.
George then spoke of the work being undertaken by MP Warren Entsch and himself on insurance and the potential to implement
a form of catastrophe cover which could result in reduced insurance premiums. George advised a Taskforce has been set up to
work on this with the goal of reporting back in November.
On the topic of Sugar Marketing George went back to the start, saying that initially he was concerned but not worried when
Wilmar started talking about marketing raw sugar as it appeared they were prepared to negotiate. But then they came back and
he stands by his comment that their actions were an “Act of Bastardry” ...it had only been a few years before when Wilmar came
to Australia as the growers friend and making statements that they would not upset the apple cart.
Continues page 3
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Members information forum continued
As thing progressed and it was clear that Wilmar were not
prepared to negotiate George started to investigate options and it
appeared to him that the best option was a Code of Conduct that
sat under the Competition and Consumer Act. George met with
the PM stressing that these are our people and they need help
right now. The PM said “Well George I hear you. I understand
these are our people and you have come with a problem and a
solution so go ahead with the Taskforce which will report to the
Agriculture Minister and the Small Business Minister, who once
they receive the report will then go away and review it.”
George advised the meeting that the taskforce received
submissions from far and wide and these included 30 from
individual mum and dad cane farmers – which focused on the
personal story and which were very helpful in putting the human
side of the story across.
George said “Although Wilmar has been doggedly determined
this determination has been matched by the unprecedented cooperation between all of the different cane representative
groups”.

CANEGROWERS Burdekin’s Arthur Woods and Phil Marano discuss
the Sugar Marketing Taskforce with George Christensen MP

Last week a final round of meetings was held in Canberra.
The report was due to be handed to the Agriculture Minister and the Minister for Small Business by the end of May but it will now
be the end of the first week in June.
Taskforce has made their decision and their report will be proposing that there has been a case of Market Failure in NQ as a
result of Wilmar’s “Act of Bastardry”.
The headlines from the Taskforce’s report are:



because of this Market Failure the Taskforce’s view is that there is a need for a Mandatory Code of Conduct for Sugar
Marketing to be introduced;



the Mandatory Code needs to ensure Grower Economic Interest is recognised and that growers’ have a right to choose who
markets their GEI;




the Code needs to include an arbitration process to resolve any future impasses;



there should be financial penalties if a mill acts outside of the Mandatory Code. These financial penalties are proposed to be
enforced by the ACCC.

the Mandatory Code needs to ensure that any growers who choose a competing marketing body are not discriminated
against; and

At the end of George’s presentation, Manager Debra Burden strongly thanked George stating that right from the start George
publically called Wilmar’s actions for what they were an “Act of Bastardry”. Although we understand there is still a way to go,
canegrowers really appreciate the work undertaken by George.
Attending growers responded with a round of applause.
The final speaker was Ross Romeo from CORES.
Ross provided an overview of the work undertaken by CORES
as a community response to try to eliminate suicide. Ross
stressed that CORES goal is to provide everyday people with
the skills to identify when someone is in trouble and to be
proactive to prevent somebody taking their life or harming
themselves by intervening to help them get the help they need.

If you would like to donate “half a cent that could save a life”
click here for the Voluntary CORES levy deduction form, fill
out and return to CANEGROWERS.

CORES is asking all cane farmers to consider a voluntary
donation of half a cent per tonne of cane...for a 10,000 tonne
farm this equates to $50.
Chairman Phil stated that Canegrowers Burdekin encourages all cane farmers in the region to donate advising that
every collective and Wilmar are united in supporting this campaign.

Please note the above notes are Debra Burden’s interpretation of the meeting events and may not be accurate.
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More action on the Wilmar NO CHOICE exiting
QSL Marketing Impasse
On Tuesday morning, the Katter Australia Party tabled in Queensland Parliament a Private
Members Bill to amend the Qld Sugar Industry Act.
Click on the below to access the various documents:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Katter Australia Party put
a Private Members Bill to
Qld Parliament to amend
the Qld Sugar Act

The Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 this document contains the
actual proposed changes to the current legislation
The Bill’s explanatory notes a document that explains the proposed changes
Shane Knuth MP’s speech to Parliament
KAP Federal Member for Kennedy Bob Katter’s press release on the KAP Amendment Bill. Bob Katter states in his press
release that he will be introducing legislation for a mandatory Code of Conduct for sugar marketing into the Federal
Parliament during the winter sittings.
Press release from State Shadow Minister for Agriculture Deb Frecklington
A copy of actual Sugar Industry Act and Regulations to assist with understanding the proposed changes put forward by the
KAP

The basic process moving forward is as follows:



The Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 has now been
referred to the Agricultural and Environment Committee, which has up to 6 months to
examine the Bill and report back to Parliament.



The Premier and the Leader of the House will identify which Minister is to take the
portfolio lead in responding to the proposed legislation. The lead Minister will
coordinate consultation with other Ministers with portfolio interests in the proposed
legislation. (No confirmation on who this will be at this stage)



Within six weeks of the portfolio committee report on the Bill being tabled, the lead Minister is required to prepare a polic y
submission to respond to the Bill for Cabinet's consideration. The submission must address the policy matter of the Bill from
the government's perspective and recommend support, amendment or opposition to the Bill on the floor of the House.
Specifically, the submission must:





state the nature of the Bill;



state the Bill's financial and other impacts.

Canegrowers Burdekin, Plane
Creek, Proserpine and Herbert
River have a next meeting with
Wilmar scheduled for 3rd
June. This meeting is meant to
be the first negotiation meeting.

analyse the Bill's consistency with government policy generally;
give detailed legal policy analysis (including consistency
with other laws and internal consistency); and



The Committee report must be taken into consideration
when preparing the response, however the Cabinet
submission is responding to the Bill, not the Committee
report. It will be a matter for the private member to respond
or otherwise to the report.



After consideration by Cabinet, the lead Minister will draw
the matter to the attention of the Party Room.



Following the tabling of the portfolio committee report, the
Bill will be set down on the notice paper for its second
reading stage in the Parliament. The minimum timeframe
between the tabling of the portfolio committee report and the
commencement of the second reading debate is 3 calendar
months.

QSL donate to CORES

Carla Keith QSL Industry Relationship Manager and QSL CEO Greg
Beashel with Ross Romeo CORES Co-ordinator (middle)

QSL have kindly donated $1000 to CORES (Community
Response to Eliminating Suicide.
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Reef Awards
2015

The Australian Government Reef
Programme Awards have been
launched
today,
calling
for
nominations from champion land
managers who have been working to
reduce their off-farm impact on the
Great Barrier Reef.
The Reef Programme Awards are an
initiative of the Reef Alliance
partnership including Queensland
Farmers’ Federation, Queensland
Regional Groups Collective, peak
agricultural industry bodies, regional
natural
resource
management
groups and the conservation sector.
You may nominate yourself, a group
or another person from the
community. The nominee must be a
primary producer or enterprise and
have
received
Australian
Government
Reef
Programme
funding sometime between 20132015.
For information on the award and
judging criteria and an application
form click here. Entries close 5pm
Friday 17th July.
If you require assistance with the
application
form,
contact
the
CANEGROWERS office we are
happy to help.

New strategy to prioritise reef
water quality research
The
Queensland
Government
has
outlined its latest
research
and
investment priorities
to
improve
the
quality
of
water
entering the Great
Barrier Reef from
agricultural
land
use.

Minister
for
the
Great Barrier Reef
Dr Steven Miles
released
his
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Directors Owen Menkens, Phil Marano,
department’s Reef Arthur Woods
and Russell Jordan with Minister for the Great Barrier Reef Dr Steven
Miles (middle) at the CANEGROWERS Policy Council meeting in April
Water
Quality
Research,
Development and Innovation Strategy in Townsville last week.
The strategy aligns with the broader Research, Development and Innovation Strategy
2013-2018 designed to support the Australian and Queensland Governments’ joint Reef
Water Quality Protection Plan, which in turn informs the Reef 2050 Long Term
Sustainability Plan.
It focuses on key reef catchments in the Wet Tropics, Burdekin, Fitzroy and MackayWhitsunday, and targets priority pollutants identified in the joint plan.
It describes specific investment in research to reduce the loss of nitrogen, pesticides and
sediment across reef catchments, and improve the effectiveness of management
practices and tools to help producers reduce runoff from their properties.
To view the Reef Water Quality Research, Development and Innovation Strategy click
here.
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SRA Industry Update

Nitrogen fertiliser management in sugarcane is a hot topic that
spans productivity, profitability and water quality. On May 26
growers and industry are invited to an SRA Industry Update
that will showcase the research project Nitrogen fertiliser
requirements for representative soils of the Lower Burdekin
cane growing district. This research is funded by the
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection and
utilises more than 15 replicated farm based strip trials to
investigate the effectiveness of SIX EASY STEPS nitrogen
recommendations.
Speakers on the day include grower and steering committee
leader David Defranciscis, Scott Robinson, Director of Reef
Water Quality Unit, Environment and Heritage Protection, Eric
Barbagallo, local grower and trial participant, Julien Connellan,
SRA project leader SRA and Matthew Thompson, Agricultural
Economist with Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Special presentations will be made by Dr Frikkie Botha,
Executive Manager of Research, Sugar Research Australia and
Dr Peter Allsopp Executive Manager of Development, Sugar
Research Australia on the role of GM in sustainable sugarcane
and variety selection respectively.
If you are interested in attending this Industry Update please
RSVP to SRA Brandon on 07 4783 8607.
Details
Date: Tuesday 26th May 2015
Time: 9.30 am – 1.00 pm
Location: Brandon Tavern
Address: 50 Drysdale Street, Brandon
Cost: Free
Lunch: Nibbles will be provided
RSVP: By Friday 22nd May 2015 to SRA Brandon on 07 4783
8607

Video competition to
celebrate farmers

Lights, camera, action! It’s time to unleash your filmmaking
and animation creativity for your chance to share in cash
prizes!
The Australian sugarcane farmers’ body, CANEGROWERS,
along with the Australian Government Reef Programme is
launching the Canetube competition for 2015.
“Farming in Queensland has changed significantly in recent
years and our growers are driven by a deep desire to protect
the beautiful Reef which is in their backyard,” Matt Kealley from
CANEGROWERS said.
“But farmers can be a modest and quiet bunch so a lot of their
hard work hasn’t been celebrated outside of the industry.
That’s where we need the help of budding filmmakers and
animators!”
The competition invites students (from primary school to
tertiary level) and anyone in the community to make a short
video.
“We want to entertain and educate while promoting the
technologies and positive farming practices that are helping the
Great Barrier Reef,” Mr Kealley said. “Your masterpiece can
range from 30 seconds to 5 minutes and all of them will be
uploaded and shared via YouTube - you never know which
Hollywood producer might see it!”
This year the competition is being supported by the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Smartcane BMP and the
Australian Government Department of Environment and
Heritage Protection. Canetube runs until June 2015 when the
entries will be assessed and the competition winners will be
announced.
To participate with your school or just by yourself, head to the
competition website at www.canegrowers.com.au/thecanetube
to learn more and register. Otherwise you can contact
CANEGROWERS on 07 3864 6444.

0439 542 017
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Climate risk management videos: evaluation

University of Southern Queensland & CANEGROWERS Australia

Would like to invite you to take part in the ‘Sweet Success’ research project which is developing new extension tools to support
improved climate risk management, productivity and profitability under climate variability.
Your participation in the survey is of value and greatly appreciated. The more responses we receive the greater confidence we
can have in the results; this study will enable researchers to better understand the information needs of the sugar industry and
result in improved information products.
You can assist this research by:



viewing one or more of the short climate risk management video clips created for the Australian Sugar cane farming industry;
and



completing the anonymous online survey.

As a thank you for completing this survey, we are entering all participants in a draw to win one of ten $50 vouchers. Please
leave your email address at the end of the questionnaire (this information will not be stored with your survey responses).
Video clips
Please click on the links below to open the videos:
1.

Irrigation and climate risk management

2.

Fertiliser application and climate risk management

3.

Harvesting and climate risk management

4.

Planning and climate risk management

Survey
To open the survey and complete the questionnaire, please click here.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 18 May 2015

Trade


CANEGROWERS, QSL and ASMC met Trade Minister Robb to press the case for the full inclusion of sugar in the TPP. The
case revolves around three key themes – the US has a clear need for sugar imports, unlike Mexican sugar Australian sugar
is not subsidised and Australia will not flood the US market with sugar. TPP talks resume this week. Warren Males will
attend the meetings.



India’s export subsidies were raised with Minister Robb. During a teleconference, UNICA (the Brazillian sugar producers
association) made it clear their Board has decided to devote significant resources to an investigation into WT compliance
issues associated with India’s export subsidies.



Emerging concerns about Indonesia’ sugar import structures were also discussed with Minister Robb.

Electricity


Warren Males attended the AER conference on its preliminary determination on Ergon and Energex network prices. The
AER made it clear that the principal driver of its draft determination to reduce allowed revenues from the levels asked by both
Ergon and Energex was driven by a reduction in the risk free interest rate.
 While Ergon and Energex revenue “ask” was reduced, the change in “allowed” revenues is left largely unchanged.
 The AER and its Consumer Challenge Panel members made it clear that the Queensland networks’ performance was
measured against AER developed benchmarks, not international comparisons.
 Ergon is one of the most profitable electricity networks not just in Australia, but around the world.



The AER draft determination will be used by QCA in setting electricity prices for 2015-16. No significant price reduction is
expected to follow.



QCA engaged in a further round of customer consultation following the Queensland Government’s decision to proceed with
the previously announced change to a competitive market and price monitoring in South-East Queensland. This is unlikely to
have a material impact on the prices QCA determines for regional Queensland.



CANEGROWERS efforts to secure sustainable electricity prices is continuing. Hugh Grant is being engaged to assist with
the development of a network tariff proposal to be presented to Ergon.

Biofuels


The Queensland Government has released it intension to explore ways to expand Queensland’s biofuels. CANEGROWERS
met with staff from DEWS to discuss possible biofuel requirement before the consultation paper is completed.

Fires


Rural Fire Services Queensland held a summit in Cairns and one of the issues was a review of the Notice which exempts
growers from obtaining permits in certain circumstances and hence the relevance of the “Guide for the Application of QFRS
for the Sugar Cane Industry”. There have been preliminary discussions with RFSQ and a meeting is planned next week to
discuss this issue.

Smartcane BMP and Bonsucro


Matt Kealley met with EHP to discuss Bonsucro and the government’s position on the framework.



Government are currently assessing Bonsucro and how it meets sustainability criteria.



Government continues to acknowledge Smartcane BMP as the platform for Queensland.

Red Witchweed


CANEGROWERS attended a phone hook-up on Red Witchweed to discuss funding splits. Grazing and animal industries are
reluctant to commit to a 20% funding split which places the eradication into limbo. Grains are up to 20% and cane up to 10%
conditional on grazing 20% support.



The affected growers in Mackay want some certainty as to actions required as harvest begins in Mackay around 11 June
2015.



A National Management Group meeting is scheduled for this week to discuss the funding splits.



Matt Kealley met separately with Biosecurity Queensland to discuss the matter and potential issues if the funding split is not
agreed to.
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New R&D for Profit program presents enormous
opportunity for Australian cane growers and
millers

The Australian sugarcane industry’s owned body for research and development and extension is partnering with a newly released
round of Federal Government funding to deliver new research projects that will result in real-world positive outcomes for
sugarcane growers and millers.
The Federal Government has announced the first round of funding under its Rural Research and Development for Profit program
and confirmed this funding in the Federal Budget this week. Sugar Research Australia CEO Neil Fisher said that SRA would lead
a major project under the new program and is partnering on five other projects.
“All of these projects will deliver outcomes for primary producers and value chains across the country in a range of industries, and
SRA is ensuring that Australian sugarcane growers and millers are receiving maximum benefit from this new government funding
program,” Mr Fisher said.
“These six projects represent a total research investment of almost $27 million cash from government and Research and
Development Corporations (RDCs), as well as in-kind investment, which will help deliver substantial benefits for the Australian
sugarcane industry.
“This represents an enormous opportunity for SRA and its members as we leverage significant opportunities from a relatively
modest investment from SRA of $875,000 over three years.
“We congratulate the Federal Government and the Agriculture Minister, Barnaby Joyce, in making this proactive investment in
rural research and development.”
Mr Fisher said that two of the projects would collaborate to improve extension services for Australian agriculture.
“The challenge of seeing research adopted to its maximum potential is not unique to the sugar industry. It confronts a number of
industries and SRA is excited to collaborate our investment with similar industries to deliver improvements to extension and
adoption,” Mr Fisher said.
“The program will also work on a range of other projects as well as extension, from driving irrigation efficiency and new
investment, to developing new value-added animal feeds from by-products, to improving seasonal forecasting for primary
producers, to enhanced efficiency fertilisers.
“These are practical and exciting projects that will deliver positive outcomes for the Australian sugarcane industry, and are
another example of SRA striving for the maximum benefit from the investment that growers and millers make in us. We are
working collaboratively with other RDCs and Industry Owned Corporations to deliver across our respective industries.”
Projects that SRA is collaborating with include:



A profitable future for Australian agriculture: biorefineries for higher-value animal feed, chemicals and fuel, led by Sugar
Research Australia (total project investment $6.09 million).



Improved use of seasonal forecasting to increase farmer profitability, led by Rural Industries RDC (total project investment
$3.8 million).





Waste to revenue: novel fertilisers and feeds, led by Australian Pork Limited (total project investment $2 million)



Consolidating targeted and practical extension services for Australian farmers and fishers, led by Rural Industries RDC (total
project investment $1.6 million).

Smarter Irrigation for Profit, led by Cotton Research and Development Corporation (total project investment $10 million).
Stimulating private sector extension in Australian agriculture to increase returns from R&D, led by Dairy Australia (total
project investment $3.09 million)
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Pricing information
2014 Season Advances & Payments
as at 15 May 2015
$/tonne IPS
Initial *
21 August 14*
23 October 14*
18 December 14*
22 January 15*
19 February 15*
19 March 15*
23 April 15*
21 May 15
2 July 15
Final Payment

% estimated
return

$249
$275
$290
$310
$323
$337
$353
$368
$379
$389
$401

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
92.5%
95.0%
97.5%
100%

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 6 May 2015
Gross
2015 Season

$382

$/Tonne IPS
Net
$362

2016 Season

$417

$397

2017 Season

$430

$410

Estimated QSL 2014 Pool Prices
As at 15 May 2014

Wilmar Global sugar
market outlook
presentation

Jean-Vincent Piot from Wilmar International will provide an
update on the global sugar market outlook and key factors
influencing prices.
June 2 – Burdekin - Ayr Queens Hotel - 1pm & 4pm
At the conclusion of Jean Vincent’s presentation there will be
light refreshments available, and the grower pricing team will
also be available to answer any questions you may have about
forward pricing.
Estimated QSL 2015 Pool Prices
As at 15 May 2014
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS

$/Tonne IPS
GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$405

QSL Harvest Pool

$369

QSL Discretionary Pool

$439

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$372

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$443

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$406

QSL Growth Pool

$441

QSL US Quota Pool

$626

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$429

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015

$419

QSL US Quota Pool

$604

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015

$434

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool

$417

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2016

$406

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016

$423

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This
information is updated regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing over the current season.
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Week ending 22 May 2015

Declaration Date is a complex balancing act
By Bryce Wenham, QSL Finance Manager, Supplier Relations

During a recent series of grower workshops, we were asked why nominations for QSL pools must be
made so far ahead of the harvest when there is still the possibility of a drop in production due to the
weather, pests or disease. It’s a complex balancing act that the industry continues to grapple with, but
some of the key considerations are outlined below.
OUR STARTING POINT
The current QSL pool nomination process at the end of February each year enables growers to choose from a variety of forward
pricing options and pools designed to cater for different risk appetites and pricing objectives. It’s basically the formal way that
growers tell QSL how they want the pricing managed for the tonnes they’re expecting to produce. In order to achieve the best
possible returns for our members, it’s vital that we know exactly how much sugar we have to finance, price and sell, as well as
how much sugar will be moving through the terminals. The choices made by growers ultimately determine the task at hand for ou r
pricing team and have implications for our entire business.
So why do we need to close nominations for the pools at all?
It all comes down to the benefits of a planned and strategic approach. All QSL pools except one – the Harvest Pool – require a
tonnage commitment from producers because each pool has its own pricing strategy. These pools, known as ‘Committed Sugar’
pools, rely on having a known and absolute tonnage. So for these pools to function effectively, we require a commitment from
growers to allocate tonnes into that pool and ultimately deliver upon that promise. The longer we wait to get these allocations and
start pricing this sugar, the smaller the window we have to secure the best returns and conduct the necessary marketing
negotiations, particularly for the in-season sales needed to manage storage.
POTENTIAL OPTIONS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
QSL has already taken steps to increase the flexibility around when we can start pricing sugar, without giving up potential market
value. In 2015 these include:



Introducing a larger pricing window for the QSL Harvest Pool’s storage tranche (the sugar we must price and sell to manage
storage), which was done partly in recognition of QSL’s need for extra flexibility for the in-season sales required to manage
storage, but also to increase opportunities to maximise returns for Harvest Pool participants; and



Permitting the use of ‘put options’ that enable QSL to secure price protection for the production buffer without increasing the
risk of the pool becoming overpriced.

Moving the Pricing Declaration Date closer to the start of crushing would have significant pricing and marketing implications,
particularly for the in-season sales needed to manage storage.
That being said, QSL has investigated the possibility of having two Declaration Dates, with a second, later date for those growers
who feel they can’t accurately estimate their production for the season prior to the end of February. Such a system would require
the creation of separate pools so that those who joined the pools at the first declaration date were not disadvantaged by additional
sugar being added to the original nomination. There could also be the opportunities for:



Buy-in prices to join the pools at a later date; and



Alternative washout mechanisms to make it easier for growers to manage crop failure when they have forward priced or are
using committed pools

All of these adjustments would have to be made in a way that did not disadvantage other QSL members, and will require the
cooperation and approval of our milling suppliers, who administer individual grower pool allocations within local cane pricing
arrangements.
QSL invites growers with any feedback or comments about the above matters or any QSL-related issues to contact their local
QSL Industry Relationship Manager. Alternatively you can also contact your elected QSL Grower Representative.
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Week ending 22 May 2015

Market Update
Shaun Tupou, QSL Treasury Analyst - Current as of 18 May 2015
Sugar
Following on from an upward trend from the previous fortnight, the new prompt month July managed 13.60c/lb highs before
sinking to 12.73 and closing the week at 12.89. Despite the flat prices holding up relatively well last week, a change in mar ket
sentiment appeared inevitable as prices encountered significant technical resistance and sagged over the final two sessions.
Spread activity mirrored the behaviour of the flat prices. Early week softening subdued spread activity, while a notable narrowing
of the Jul/Oct spread towards the end of the fortnight saw activity pick up.
Rainfall in Brazil during April and early May has been well above average, with more wet-weather forecast. The rain has delayed
harvest production for the remaining mills, whilst the latest UNICA report illustrated a higher sucrose content compared to the
same period last year. Not great news for the world market, considering the previous UNICA report indicated a favouring to
ethanol over sugar.
Friday’s Commitment of Traders report saw a total reversal of the prior week’s report. The non-index funds swung to a net long
position of 13,500 contracts – something the market hasn’t experienced since July 2014. This swing should come as no surprise
considering the 88-point range traded over the reporting period – a period which drew highs of 13.57c/lb and a low of 12.69.
India’s huge harvest ended at approximately 28 million tonnes and has surpassed all previous forecasts. Farmers continue to
plant cane despite payments in arrears from mills. As for Thailand, farmers are also continuing to plant cane as the switch from
rice production continues.
Suggestions of an El Nino weather event over the last week have strengthened and it is now probable that the world could face a
moderately sized event if it eventuates. This will bring dry conditions to domestic production and potential weather interruptions
later in the Brazil harvest.
Currency
The RBA cut interest rates by a further 25 basis points. Contrary to a normal response the dollar ratcheted higher on the back of
commentary which gave little away in regard to further easing. A brief look above 80 cents was trailed by some choppy trade
between 0.7882 and 0.7995. Soft US retail sales data propelled the AUD above 81 cents to a fortnight high of 0.8153, while an y
mention of a reversal on the soft US data allowed the USD to regather some momentum.
Looking forward, the AUD may push further ahead, with a new resistance level of 0.8150 in sight. However, the RBA’s minutes
release on Tuesday will make the market wary as it will provide further insight into the RBA’s decision to cut interest rates. If a
further rate cut is out of the picture, the AUD could possibly lift higher, rather than fall. Upcoming data of mention for the week will
include local consumer confidence, the RBA’s minutes, the FOMC’s minutes, May NAHB housing index and numerous speakers
from the Fed and RBA.

QSL Grower Representative
Members
QSL Grower Representative Members are a vital
communication link between QSL and growers throughout
Queensland. These Grower Members will soon be gathering
for a workshop, so we encourage all growers to reach out to
their local representative members and provide them with
feedback to share at this meeting.

Russell Jordan
Roger Piva
David Lando
Ramon Poli

MILL AREA
Invicta
Inkerman
Pioneer
Kalamia
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
Drone Field Day,
Monday 25 May, 9.30am
@ Cnr Hughes & Sayers
Road, Barratta
SRA Industry Update,
Tuesday 26 May,
9.30am-1pm @ Brandon
Tavern

Work Wanted
Looking for haulout work or planting
 Experienced cane farmers son
 0434 944 277




Classifieds

Australian Hand Cane
Cutting Championships,
Saturday 30 May @
Home Hill Showgrounds

WANTED TO BUY: Harvest contract around 100,000 tonne for

Burdekin Harvesting
Forum, Tuesday 2 June,
8.30am-12.30am, Ayr
Showgrounds

Temporary Transfer Water Available For Sale
Phone 0427 768 479 for quantity and price.

WISB Buy a Bale
Fundraiser, Saturday 6
June, 9am @
Woolworths entrance
Queens Birthday Public
Holiday, Monday 8 June

2016 season commencement. Phone 0428 711 844

Lower Burdekin Landcare Meeting
Tuesday 2 June 2015
5.00pm
John Hy Peake Room, Burdekin Shire Council

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

CANEGROWERS
Members can access a
second (electronic only)
copy of the Australian
Canegrower magazine
for free by emailing
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd

info@canegrowers.com.au
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

PROJECT &
TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.
Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited

Debra Burden

Wayne Smith

Michelle Andrews

Regional Manager

Manager: Member Services

0417 709 435
4790 3603
0428 834 802
4790 3604

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Jim Kasper

Insurance Manager

JP (Qual)

ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

0408 638 518
4790 3606
Disclaimer

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

4790 3605

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

CHAIRS FOR HIRE
CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill
$10 plus
$0.50 per Chair + GST
80 Available
To book please phone
4790 3600

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

